A HEALTHY debate is currently underway in regardtothe degree ofinvolvement accountants should have
in reporting and auditing economic, social and environmental information. Many in the government.
business community and the general public are indicating a desire for more robust guidance.
I strongly believe it is critical that we, as Chartered Accountants, are pro-active and take greater
responsibility forthis task, In doing so, it must be carried out in a mannerthat will continue t o keep the
reputation of the profession beyond reproach.
Accountants are in an excellent position t o develop, determine and measure the key indicators for
economic, social and environmental performance. W e understand the nature of business and are expert
at benchmarking one year's performance against another.
Auditors also have the necessary experience, skills. standards and the trust of the New Zealand public
to verify information. Those interestedin innovative approaches may liketo obtain a copy ofpeople, planet
and profits - The Shell Report 200 1, and review the "Verifiers' Report", which was completed by KPMG
(The Hague) and PricewaterhouseCoopers (London). The "Verifiers' Repori" explains the basis of the
opinion, and in particular, what information was verified, the degree t o which it was verified (by marking
the information with differential symbols) and how the verification work was performed.
a
is that we fail t o maintain the trust of our
The biggest risk t o Chartered ~ c c o u n t a n t s ' ~profession
stakeholders. Our Code of Ethics [3. I] reflects this risk when it states:
A distinguishing mark of a profession is acceptance of its responsibility to the public. The accountancy
profession's public consists of clients, government, employen, investors, the business and financial
communiry, and othen who rely on the objem'vity and integrity ofchartered Accountants to maintain the
orderly functioning of commerce. This reliance imposes a public interest responsibility on Chartered
Accountants. The public interest is defined as the collective well-being of the community of people and
institutions the profession serves.
Recently, at a seminar on the Enron failure, (sponsored by the Institute and the Institute of Directors),
Professor Ian Ball stated. "Enron reminded us why we are here". Professor Stephen Zeff also alerted
listenersto the fact that issues surrounding Enmn were multi-dimensional,butthat Andersen, the external
auditor, had been the public focus ofthe blame. I considerthis was because, as auditors, they promised
stakeholders trust, but only delivered uncertain?..
In regard to the development ofTriple Bottom Line TBL) and Sustainable Development (SD) reports,
there are three key risks for the profession:
(I) W e over-promise but under-deliver Consequently we must ensure we are honest about what we
can provide.

(2) W e fail to apply rigourto what we do deliver Whateverthe nature ortype of information we provide,
we must continue t o meet the high standards of practice required under our Statement of Concepts. It
is not appropriate or acceptable t o relax the level of rigour simply because non-financial information is
considered more subjective than financial information.
As professionals, we should continue to exercise our judgement when applying the Statement of
Concepts. In particularwe must consider (i) whetherthe benefits derived from the information exceed
the costs of providing it, (ii) what statement, fact or item is material, and (iii) the extent that preparen of
information exercise prudence when dealing with uncertainties.
As accountants, we need to explore new tools t o report and verify uncertain non-financial information
I imagine these new tools will develop in line with investors' and other stakeholden' needs, in the same
way that provisions, contingent liabilities and reporting opinions like "true and fair view" were developed
for financial information over time.
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